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Critical behavior of thermal parameters at the smectic-A –hexatic-B and smectic-A –smectic-C
phase transitions in liquid crystals
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High temperature resolution measurements of thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and specific heat,
with simultaneous polarized light visual inspection of the sample, have been performed at two different liquid
crystal phase transitions: the SmA-SmC ~Smectic-A–Smectic-C) and the SmA-HexB ~Smectic-A–hexatic-B)
in racemic A7 @4-~3-methyl-2-chlorobutanoyloxy!-48-heptyloxybiphenyl# and 65OBC (n-hexyl-
48-n-pentyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate! compounds, respectively. In the past, anomalies in the thermal conduc-
tivity at the transitions have been reported. Our results indicate a nonsingular behavior of the thermal conduc-
tivity at both transitions, similarly to what has been previously reported for the smectic-A–nematic phase
transition. It is also shown how, in several cases, the nature of the transition can be affected by the sample
thermal history due to the presence of strain annealing phenomena.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.051705 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 78.20.Nv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The smectic-A–nematic (AN), smectic-A–smectic-C
(AC), and the smectic-A–hexatic-B (AB) phase transitions
in liquid crystals have been extensively studied in rec
years. It has been predicted that such transitions can be
tinuous and all of them were indicated to belong to the
~three-dimensional! XY universality class for the critica
fluctuations @1#. Experimentally there are indications co
firming such hypothesis for theAN transition in samples
with wide enough nematic range~see, for instance Ref.@2#,
and references therein! while for the AC one, experimenta
results have shown@3# that it can be well described in term
of extended mean-field theory. According to Safynaet al.
@4#, this is possible because the bare correlation length of
fluctuations at theAC transition is so large that the critica
region becomes experimentally inaccessible. The natur
the AB transition seems not as yet well established a
shows a critical behavior ruled by peculiar values of the cr
cal quantities. For the specific heat critical exponenta, for
instance, values froma50.48 to a50.68 are reported in
literature @5–10# while the measured values for the ord
parameter exponentb are in the range 0.15–0.25@11–13#
being in both cases very different fromaXY520.007 and
bXY50.345, respectively@14,15#, predicted by the 3DXY
model.

Concerning the presence of a tricritical point, it has be
well established that theAN transition shows a crossover t
a tricritical behavior which is characterized by the valuea
50.5 @2,16# and theAC transition has been shown to g
through a mean-field tricritical point@17–20#. In both cases
such a crossover can be associated with a decreasing
perature range of the nematic phase for theAN transition or
1063-651X/2003/68~5!/051705~10!/$20.00 68 0517
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the smectic-A phase for theAC one. The picture is less clea
for the AB transition and for the possibility to determine i
predicted@7,21,22# tricritical point. It was initially assumed
for this transition that the large measured values of the s
cific heatc critical exponent, close to 0.5, could be taken
an indication of the tricritical behavior. But neither a co
tinuous crossover from the 3DXY to tricritical behavior nor
a connection between thea values and the width of the les
ordered phase@5# could be found even though it has bee
definitely shown that theAB transition may be first orde
@7–9#.

The situation seems even more confusing in dynam
where very few measurements of thermal transport par
eters are available in literature and their theoretical interp
tation appears inadequate. A number of recently publis
papers reported on the behavior of the thermal transport
rameters at theAN @and also at the nematic-isotropic (NI)]
phase transition in liquid crystals@23#. In all studied com-
pounds the thermal conductivityk is never found to show
either critical behavior or pretransitional effects, suggest
that its behavior is dominated by short range processes@24#.
In contrast, the behavior of the thermal diffusivityD5k/rc
(r is the sample density! at the transition temperatures show
a critical slowing down which is due to the anomaly in th
specific heat. An anomaly ink @6# and a divergence inD @25#
have, on the other hand, been observed at theAB and at the
AC phase transitions, respectively, and an explanation of
results, based on critical dynamic theories, has been
posed. Moreover, sharp peaks have also been observed i
k behavior at theAN transition for different cyanobipheny
compounds@26,27# but no physical explanation was pro
vided. In this latter case, improvements in the experimen
technique led the same authors to conclude that the obse
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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anomalies were likely artifacts arising from thermal gra
ents present in the sample@23#.

In this paper we have performed under different expe
mental conditions an analysis of thek, D, andc behavior at
the AC and AB phase transitions of the racemic A7@4-~3-
methyl-2-chlorobutanoyloxy!-48-heptyloxybiphenyl# and
65OBC (n-hexyl-48-n-pentyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate!
compounds, respectively. Our goal is to arrive at a m
complete picture and understanding the nature of all th
phase transitions at which anomalies in the thermal trans
parameters have been reported. For this purpose we
exploited the capabilities of the photopyroelectric~PPE!
technique as it allows the simultaneous determination ofk, c,
andD, and also the possibility of cell wall treatment creati
a preferred direction for molecular alignment. In additio
we have monitored the liquid crystal textures by visual
spection with polarized light during the high resolution me
surements@27,28#.

In what follows we present a study of the thermal tran
port parameters over wide temperature range showing h
at theAB andAC transitions, the sample thermal history c
affect the nature of the transition itself. We show that, af
the A7 sample enters the SmA-CrG transition region, even
when not achieving completely the final crystal-G structure,
during the subsequent heating run the PPE signal ampli
and phase from which the thermal parameters are extra
showed a peculiar behavior across theAC transition different
from that obtained when cooling the sample across the t
sition itself. Such a behavior is not observed when scann
the temperature up and down across theAC transition region
as long as the sample is not cooled enough to reach cry
G phase. A similar sample thermal history dependence of
PPE signal is also observed for the 65OBC compound at
AB transition where the peculiar behavior of the amplitu
and phase was observed only during the first cooling
from the isotropic phase. These results suggest that
anomalous behaviors associated with the sample therma
tory are due to processes of strain annealing. Further, it
be shown that the amount of strain present in the liquid cr
tal mesophase can be affected by the action of externa
dering fields as, for example, that due to the cell walls.
nally, we show that in the absence of such strain annea
the thermal conductivity does not show any critical behav
over both theAB and theAC transitions similarly to what
occurs at theAN transition. This indicates that in all th
phase transitions in liquid crystals where the critical behav
of the thermal conductivity has been studied~also including
the nematic-isotropic transition!, there are no anomalies i
the thermal conductivity across the phase transition.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

The experimental setup used is the standard photop
electric working in its back detection configuration that h
been fully described elsewhere@27#. In the current measure
ments, the sample has a thickness of 30mm, and is sand-
wiched between the titanium coated glass cover and
transparent pyroelectric sensor which is coated on both s
with transparent indium-tin oxide~ITO! electrodes. Since the
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sample confining surfaces are electrically conductive, an
ternal electric field can also be applied to the sample al
the direction of heat propagation in order to influence
molecular alignment. In addition, along the same direction
polarized light beam is allowed to propagate through
transparent sensor and the liquid crystal sample and is
flected by the titanium layer at the bottom of the cell. T
emerging beam goes through an analyzer and reach
charge-coupled device camera. The images are recorded
ing the PPE high resolution measurements so that the sa
texture can be monitored by polarized light and related to
thermal parameters behavior at all temperatures investig
@28#.

A. Results on 65OBC

One of the studied compounds is 65OBC which melts i
the hexatic-B phase at 62.6 °C, becomes smectic-A at
67.7 °C and isotropic at 83.7 °C. On cooling its phase tr
sition sequence is I-(83.7 °C)-SmA-(67.7 °C)-HexB-
(60.3 °C)-CrE-(52.7 °C)-K. Concerning theAB transition
of this compound, it has recently been suggested by the w
of Hagaet al. @8#, to be weakly first order.

Cooling the 65OBC sample from the isotropic phase w
a temperature rate change of 20 mK/min, we obtained
PPE signal amplitude and phase, the black dot curves
ported in Fig. 1. The focal conic texture of the correspond
smectic-A phase obtained under these conditions is show
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FIG. 1. Amplitude~a! and phase~b! behavior of the PPE signa
at theAB transition of the 65OBC compound.
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Fig. 2~a!. In Fig. 1, the light gray dot curves have been o
tained from the subsequent heating run, inverting the dir
tion of the temperature change at 64 °C, well inside
HexB phase. Continuing cycling the sample temperature
tween 64 °C and 71.5 °C, all subsequent heating and coo
curves perfectly reproduce the original heating run of Fig
By comparing heating and cooling measurements, Figs.~a!
and 1~b!, it can be noted that the two signal amplitude valu
differ slightly at their minima at theAB transition while the
phase shows a completely different behavior between th
with a peak appearing over the phase transition when coo
the sample from the isotropic phase. An analogous obse
tion was reported in Ref.@8#, where, when cooling the
sample from the isotropic phase, the specific heat cur
showed some anomalies that were interpreted as due to s
present in the material.

In order to better investigate the possible role of t
strain, we have repeated in our sample the cooling meas
ment from the isotropic phase under conditions such a
increase the domain size in the material which should co
spond to a reduction of strain. Figure 2~b! shows the focal
conic texture of the SmA phase obtained after the samp
was cooled more slowly~1 mk/min!, the cell walls were
treated by a surfactant so as to try to induce a prefe
molecular orientation, and an external electric fie

(a)

(b)

0.1 mm

0.1 mm

FIG. 2. SmA focal conic textures observed atT569 °C in the
65OBC compound when cooling the sample from the isotro
phase. Across theI -SmA transition temperature:~a! rate
520 mK/min, no external field applied;~b! rate51 mK/min, cell
walls treated with surfactant, electric field of 1 V/mm rms applied.
05170
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(1 V/mm) was applied to the sample during the smecticA
phase onset. Under these conditions, the focal conic dom
are of a much larger dimension and the PPE signal amplit
and phase curves fully reproduce starting with the first co
ing run. The shapes are those seen in Fig. 1 for the
heating run, and do not have the anomalous peak in
phase. We believe this to further indicate that strain in
material affects the nature of theAB transition giving rise to
the appearance of the anomalous peak in the PPE si
phase. Therefore, we have determined the thermal par
eters behavior for theAB phase transition from the PPE sig
nal amplitude and phase dataset corresponding to the
gray dots in Fig. 1. The results forc, k, andD are reported in
Fig. 3 and discussed below.

1. Specific heat

Following a standard approach to second-ord
fluctuation-dominated transitions for 3DXY systems, we fit-
ted the specific heat data to a power law expression.
though theAB transition in the 65OBC compound, as a
ready mentioned, can be taken to be weakly first order@8#, a
power law expression can be successfully used in this ca
one allows the critical contribution of thec regular behavior
~defined below! to be different below and aboveTC . We
have therefore fitted our specific heat data to the expres

c5B61E~T2TC!1A6uT2TCu2a ~1!

referring, here and hereafter,1 and 2 to T.TC and T
,TC , respectively.

The B6 parameter is defined by the expressionB65Bb

1BC
6 , whereBC

6 represent the critical contribution to thec
regular behavior andBb is the constant term of the specifi
heat noncritical backgroundcb5Bb1E(T2TC). In Fig. 3~a!
the specific heat data are shown together with the black s
line curve corresponding to the value parameters obtaine
fit 2 of Table I. The fit quality is good (x250.999) and it
should be pointed out that no improvement is obtained in
ducing into the fitting expression~1! the correction to scaling
term 11D6uT2TCu0.75 as used in previous work at the sam
transition@5,8#.

In order to check the first-order nature of this transitio
we fitted the specific heat data introducing the constr
B25B1 ~that is to sayBC

25BC
1). The results are reported i

fit 2 of Table I. The fit quality is relatively poor (x2

51.425) and could not be improved even by introducing
correction-to-scaling term in the fitting expression. Imposi
BC

25BC
1 makes impossible to get a fit quality comparab

with that of fit 1, indicating the presence of a step discon
nuity at TC and, consequently, the first-order nature of t
transition.

A final remark concerns the reduced temperature ra
selected for data fitting. Fits 1 and 2 in Table I~as well as fits
3, 5, 6 and, in Table III, fit 13! have been performed forutu
,utumax51.131022. When the fitted data region is extende
up to utumax52.131022, no substantial changes are intr
duced in the fitting parameters values.

c

5-3
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2. Thermal conductivity

Figure 3~b! shows the thermal conductivity data at theAB
transition for the 65OBC compound. There is no singu
behavior ofk, rather it seems to linearly depend on tempe
ture. We therefore decided to fit the thermal conductiv
data to the expression

k5H1G~T2TC!. ~2!

Fit 3 in Table I is the best fit obtained for thek data using
expression~2!, and is plotted by the continuous black line
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FIG. 3. ~a! Specific heat,~b! thermal conductivity, and~c! ther-
mal diffusivity vs temperature in the 65OBC compound over
AB transition.
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Fig. 3~b!. Fit 4, obtained by fitting a different measuremen
will be discussed later on in this paper.

3. Thermal diffusivity

The evidence that thek data can be fitted with a linea
temperature dependence supports the idea that thermal
ductivity behavior is nonsingular across theAB transition. It
also suggests that the anomaly in the thermal diffusivity
simply related to the specific heat critical behavior. Cons
ering the fundamental relation among thermal parametek
5D/rc, and hereafter assumingr5106 g/m3, the D data
was fit to the expression

D5@H1G~T2TC!#/@B61E~T2TC!1A6uT2TCu2a#.
~3!

The thermal diffusivity data are plotted in Fig. 3~c! with
the continuous line representing the best fit curve co
sponding to fit 6 of Table I. We had first tried to fit data~fit
5! fixing the values of theH andG parameters to those foun
in fit 3. The fit quality was good and the free parame
values were substantially in agreement with those from fi
However, releasing all fixed parameters~fit 6! leads to a
significant improvement of thex2 value ~from 1.710 to
1.065) while, at the same time, all the obtained parame
values remain very close to those obtained with fits 1 and

B. Results for racemic A7

The racemic A7 compound is obtained by mixing 50%
the d and l enantiometer. On heating it melts into th
smectic-A phase at 75 °C and becomes isotropic at ab
82 °C. On cooling its phase transition sequence
I-(82.10 °C)-SmA-(72.50 °C)-SmC-(70.25 °C)-CrG. The
AC transition is continuous and basically corresponds to
mean-field tricritical point@17#.

We started the analysis of racemic A7 sample by study
the PPE signal vs temperature from which the thermal
rameters behavior can be obtained. In Fig. 4 the light g
dots curves represent the PPE signal amplitude and phas
temperature, obtained when cooling the sample from the
tropic phase. Both amplitude and phase exhibit a dip at
transition temperature. If the sample is prevented from rea
ing the CrG phase, the PPE signal is reproduced in all t
subsequent heating and cooling cycles across the trans
temperature.

When on the other hand the sample is heated from
crystal-G phase to the temperature region of the smec
phases, the PPE signal amplitude and phase curves are
ferent from those obtained in the cooling run. In particul
the amplitude shows a greater value at its minimum at
transition while the phase shows a peak at the transition
its values in the smectic-C phase are larger than those o
tained when cooling the sample from the isotropic pha
The subsequent cooling run from the SmA phase shows tha
the PPE signal amplitude and phase curves reproduce
light gray dot run in Fig. 4~no peak in the signal phase! as
did all the subsequent heating and cooling cycles across
transition temperature provided, once again, that the sam
5-4
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TABLE I. Parameters values for fittingc, k, andD data in the 65OBC compound over theAB transition temperature region. Fits 1, 2,
5, 6 have been obtained on a reduced temperature ranget havingutumax51.131022. Fit 4 has been obtained from dataset which is a differ
from the other ones, and on at range that hasutumax51.931022. Units of E, A6, andG obtained assuming (T2Tc) as a dimensionless
quantity ~i.e., divided by 1 K!.

B2 B1 E A2 A2/A1 a T
C

H G x2

Fit ~J/gK! ~J/gK! ~J/gK! ~J/gK! ( °C) ~W/mK! ~W/mK!

c 1 1.793 2.050 0.030 0.836 1.010 0.671 67.745 0.9
60.004 60.004 60.001 60.002 60.003 60.009 60.001

2 1.942 (B2) 0.0717 0.769 0.906 0.681 67.745 1.42
60.005 60.0006 60.005 60.008 60.002 60.001

k 3 67.745 0.169 931024 1.309
~Fixed! 60.001 6231024

4 67.745 0.171 531024 1.211
~Fixed! 60.002 6231024

D 5 1.802 2.021 0.028 0.864 1.037 0.689 67.745 0.169 931024 1.710
60.004 60.004 60.001 60.004 60.007 60.005 60.001 ~Fixed! ~Fixed!

6 1.795 2.019 0.026 0.897 1.063 0.687 67.745 0.170 731024 1.065
60.004 60.004 60.008 60.005 60.009 60.009 60.001 60.004 6431024
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is prevented from reaching the CrG phase .
Figures 5~a–c! represent the sequence of textures sho

by the racemic A7 sample when cooling it from the isotrop
phase to the crystal-G, and Figs. 5~d! and 5~e! the subse-
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FIG. 4. ~a! Amplitude and~b! phase behavior of the PPE sign
at theAC transition of the racemic A7 compound.
05170
n
quent heating to the smectic-A phase. Typical smectic-A fo-
cal conic @Fig. 5~a!# and smectic-C focal conic broken fan
@Fig. 5~b!# textures are exhibited by the sample during t
first cooling run from the isotropic phase. Further cooli
leads to the onset of the crystal-G phase whose mosaic tex
ture is shown in Fig. 6~c!. When the sample is heated abo
the CrG melting temperature, its texture is characterized b
pattern which basically reproduces the crystal-G one with
the superposition of striations. In this stage, the PPE sig
phase values are found to be larger than the values obta
in the same temperature range when cooling from the iso
pic phase. We take this to indicate that the SmC phase was
not properly formed. Upon heating the sample further to
smectic-A phase the texture continues to show the sa
background pattern but the striations are now absent.
PPE signal amplitude and phase values, however, are
the same as those obtained when cooling the sample from
isotropic phase, thus showing this to be a true smectiA
phase. We therefore believe that the peak in the PPE si

FIG. 5. Textures observed in different phases for the racemic
compound during sample cooling@~a! SmA at T577 °C, ~b! SmC
atT572 °C, and~c! CrG atT568 °C] and during subsequent hea
ing @~d! at T572 °C and~e! at T577 °C].
5-5
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phase observed when heating the sample from the crystG
phase does not reflect the true nature of theAC transition,
similar to what occurred at theAB transition. As further
discussed later on, a possible explanation is that the p
that forms after melting from CrG is excessively defective
and a real SmC order can be obtained in the sample on
when cooling it from the SmA phase.

For this racemic A7 compound, we have also determin
the thermal parameters behavior at theAC transition from
the PPE signal amplitude and phase curves that show
peak in the phase over the transition, i.e., when cooling
sample from the isotropic phase. The results forc, k, andD
are reported in Fig. 6 and described below.

FIG. 6. ~a! Specific heat,~b! thermal conductivity, and~c! ther-
mal diffusivity vs temperature in the racemic A7 compound ov
the AC transition.
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1. Specific heat

As previously mentioned, theAC transition is supposed
to belong to the 3DXY universality class and a heliumlik
critical behavior may be expected. Nevertheless, if we lo
at the specific heat data in Fig. 6~a!, the abrupt jump shown
by thec anomaly in the high temperature side of the tran
tion seems to be the characteristic of mean-field-like tran
tions. In fact, it has been shown that thec behavior atAC
transition of the A7 compound can be fitted to

c5c0 ~T.TC!, ~4!

c5c01ATuTm2Tu21/2 ~T,TC!, ~5!

obtained from the extended mean-field model@3# where, in
the Landau expansion of the free energy

f 5 f 01atu21bu41cu6, ~6!

the sixth-order term is included. In expression~6!, a, b, and
c are the expansion coefficients,u is the director tilt angle
which represents the order parameter for theAC transition,
f 0 is the nonsingular part off, and t5(T2TC)/TC is the
reduced temperature withTC the transition temperature
In the fitting expressions~4! and ~5!, A5Aa3/12c(TC)3

and Tm5TC(11t0/3), where t05b2/ac is a quantity
characterizing the excess specific heat sharpness at theAC
transition and whose value depends on how close the tra
tion is to the tricritical point~when b50). Finally, c05B
1Et is the f 0 contribution to the specific heat withB andE
the two parameters that characterize the nonsingularc linear
background. It must be noted that on both side of the tra
tion temperature pretransitional fluctuations effects
present in thec curve that are not taken into account in th
above extended mean-field expressions~4! and ~5!. So, un-
like in previously reported results for A7, we included th
Gaussian fluctuation terms,cg

15cg(T/TC)2utu21/2 and cg
2

5(1/2A2)cg(T/TC)2utu21/2, in the fitting expressions. The
expressions for such terms were derived from a more ge
alized model also valid for thin films@29# and after using
suitable scaling laws@30#.

Fit 7 has been obtained with expressions~4! and ~5! and
the corresponding curve is represented by the dotted
plotted in Fig. 6~a!. It is clear, particularly forT.TC , that
the fit quality is poor, as also stressed by the correspond
large value ofx252.963. Fit 8 has been obtained with th
expressions

c5c01cg~T/TC!2utu21/2 ~T.TC!, ~7!

c5c01ATuTm2Tu21/21~1/2A2!cg~T/TC!2utu21/2

~T,TC!. ~8!

The corresponding fit curve is shown in Fig. 6~a!, by the
continuous line. The fit quality has now greatly improve
and that is confirmed by a value ofx251.005.

r
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TABLE II. Parameters values for fittingc, k, andD data in the racemic A7 compound over theAC transition temperature region. All the
fits have been obtained on a reduced temperature ranget having utumax54.531023.

B E A Tm TC cg H2 H1 G x2

Fit ~J/gK! ~J/gK! (J/gK3/2) ( °C) ( °C) ~J/gK! ~W/mK! ~W/mK! ~W/mK!

c 7 2.097 221.8 2.1431023 72.486 2.963
60.002 60.4 60.0131023 60.002

8 1.936 26.04 2.3131023 72.493 72.490 4.1331023 1.005
60.002 60.05 60.0231023 60.002 60.001 60.0531023

k 9 0.1022 0.1076 20.05 1.395
60.0001 60.0001 60.03

10 0.1021 0.1079 20.14 1.114
60.0001 60.0001 60.04

D 11 1.927 26.7 2.3131023 72.490 72.486 4.731023 0.1021 0.1079 20.14 1.144
60.005 60.5 60.0131023 60.003 60.02 60.931023 ~Fixed! ~Fixed! ~Fixed!

12 1.94 27 2.1331023 72.487 72.486 4.731023 0.1002 0.1085 20.19 1.095
60.03 61 60.0231023 60.005 60.02 60.931023 60.0008 60.0008 60.05
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2. Thermal conductivity

In Fig. 6~b! we present the thermal conductivity data th
also in this case, do not show any critical behavior at theAC
transition temperature. Thek dependence on temperatu
seems approximately linear with a very small jump atTC .
The data was fit to the expression

k5H61Gt. ~9!

Fit 9 of Table II lists the values obtained for the fittin
parametersH6 andG; the solid line in Fig. 6~b! represents
the corresponding fitting curve. The fit quality is rather go
except for few data in the temperature range (;50 mK) just
aboveTc where thek value rapidly increases by about 5%
Such a jump in thek value may be explained in terms o
molecular reorientation in the vicinity of theAC transition.
In the SmA phase, which forms cooling down the samp
from the isotropic phase, due to the effect of the cell wa
the orientation of the smectic planes may eventually not
purely random. During the onset of the smectic phase,
molecules may tend to align preferably normal to the c
walls with the smectic planes parallel to them. This effe
even if very weak, could be responsible for a nonzero co
ponent of the average director of the sample molecules in
direction perpendicular to the cell walls. Entering the SmC
phase, molecules tilting can make thek value slightly vary.
We therefore tried to fit the thermal conductivity excludin
those data belonging to that temperature region~fit 10! and
found an appreciable improvement in the fit quality (x2

51.114).
A final remark concerns the possibility to have differe

values of theG parameter forT,TC and T.TC , respec-
tively. Fitting thek data to the expressionH61G6t, allow-
ing G2 to be different fromG1, the best fits are alway
obtained forG values that are the same below and aboveTC .

3. Thermal diffusivity

Once more, the nonsingular character of thek behavior
across the critical region suggests to fit the thermal diffus
ity data to the following expressions:
05170
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e
e

ll
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D5~H21Gt!/~c01cg
2! ~T.TC!, ~10!

D5~H11Gt!/~c01ATuTm2Tu21/21cg
1! ~T,TC!,

~11!

given by the simple ratio of thek to c expressions.
In fit 11 of Table II theH6 andG parameter values hav

been fixed to those obtained from fit 10. The fit quality
good and improves when all the parameters are released
result is reported in fit 12 and the corresponding curve
shown by the solid line in Fig. 6~c!. All values obtained for
the fitting parameters agree well, as expected, with th
obtained by fittingk andc separately.

III. DISCUSSION

In the case of theAB transition, in order to explain the
existing discrepancy between the 3DXY nature predicted for
that transition and the experimental results so far reporte
the literature, such a system has been proposed@8# to be a
quasitricritical one. The quasitricritical nature would b
originated from the coupling between the amplitude
hexatic order parameteruCu and the in-plain position density
or strain. Quasitricriticality implies for the system to alwa
have a first-order character even if very weak. In this resp
the question about which is the order of theAB transition in
the 65OBC compound, considered in the past as either
or second order, becomes relevant.

We have shown how in the analysis of our specific h
data that our best data fits have been obtained withDB
[DBC5BC

12BC
2.0. That represents, according to Re

@8#, the first-order character of the transition. In particul
from our best c and D fits we have obtainedDB1
50.257 Jg21 K21 and DB650.224 Jg21 K21 ~the indice
refer to the number of the corresponding fit!. Similar values
ranging from 0.157 Jg21 K21 up to 0.208 Jg21 K21 we
found in Ref.@8#. In order to have a more significant com
parison with the results in Ref.@8#, we reanalyzed our spe
cific heat data following the approach used therein. Fi
from thec data over a wide temperature range, we extrac
5-7
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its noncritical backgroundcb5B1E(T2TC). The tempera-
ture range considered was 20 °C, from 61 °C~just above the
CrE-HexB transition temperature! up to 81 °C, well within
the smectic-A phase. The obtained specific heat backgrou
taking TC567.745 °C, is

cb5@2.1210.0265~T2TC!# Jg21 K21. ~12!

Subtracting such a background from our specific h
data, we obtained the excess specific heatDc plotted in Fig.
7 where the solid black line represents the fit curve co
sponding to the parameters values listed in fit 13 of Table
From such a very good quality fit we obtainedDB13
50.276 Jg21 K21, very close to the values determined fro
the previous fits toc andD and similar to those of Ref.@8#.
In conclusion, the results of ourc data analysis support
weakly first-order nature of theAB transition in the 65OBC
compound.

Concerning the hypothesis of a quasitricritical nature
such a system, if we assume that it can be due to an in-p
coupling betweenuCu and the strain@8#, it should not be
surprising that strain annealing phenomena related to the
set of the transition from the smectic-A to hexatic-B phases
could affect the nature of the transition itself. In that respe
the anomaly shown just belowTC by the PPE signal phas
curve @Fig. 1~b!# during the first sample cooling from th
isotropic phase could be related to some strain annea
processes relative to the onset of the in-plane short positi
order. The detection of a similar annealing phenomena
also described in Ref.@8# where a small anomalous rounde
peak in thec vs T curve was observed at a 531025 reduced

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

0

2

4

6

8

10

 data
 fit 13

∆c
  

(J
 /

 g
 K

 )

T ( °C )

FIG. 7. Excess specific heat vs temperature in the 65OBC c
pound over theAB transition obtained by subtracting the nonsing
lar backgroundcb from the specific heat data reported in Fig. 3~a!.
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temperature distance below the transition temperature
annealed when cycling the temperature over theAB transi-
tion. In that case it was assumed that the strain was ass
ated with contraction in the material upon ordering in t
hexatic-B phase due to the reduced lateral intermolecu
distance in hexatic-B 65OBC. It was argued that cycling
around the transition temperature produced progressive
nealing of the strain due to the in-plane increase of the c
relation lengthj i in the hexatic-B phase giving rise to shor
range but well correlated regions combined with regions t
are more disordered. Similar annealing of surface indu
strain upon cycling has also been reported in 65OBC@31#.
The occurrence of such annealing may be reflected
changes in PPE signal phase not associated with the
diffusivity changes but to, for example, enthalpy release.
stated earlier on, further indication that the anomalous p
in the PPE signal phase may be associated with strain in
material, is the fact that such peak can be reduced or
moved altogether when strain is decreased by increasing
domain size in the material.

Concerning the racemic A7 compound, the specific h
behavior at theAC transition has been shown to be we
described by an extended mean-field model. The fitting
pressions~7! and ~8! for c, where the Gaussian fluctuatio
terms are included, give excellent fits to our dataset. Due
the presence of thecg

6 terms in the fitting expression, in
addition to Tm , TC is also a fit parameter. That makes
possible to have a straightforward indication of the tricritic
character of the transition from the evaluation oft053(Tm
2TC)/TC . Using theTm andTC values of fit 8, a very small
value of t05331025 is obtained revealing the proximity o
the transition to a tricritical point. Such a value oft0 is in
agreement with published results@18#.

As already mentioned, an important point in the inves
gation of the properties of the A7 compound is represen
by the initial condition of the sample determined by its pr
vious thermal history as also shown in the case of 65O
compound. At theAC transition, when the sample is heate
starting from the CrG phase, the value of the amplitude at i
minimum over the phase transition, is considerably lar
than the one obtained in the previous cooling run@Fig. 4~a!#.
The phase shows a sharp peak@Fig. 4~b!# which is no longer
observed in the subsequent cooling and heating runs un
the sample is allowed again to enter the crystal-G phase.

Considering the peak in the PPE signal phase over b
theAB andAC transitions, assuming the condition of valid
ity of the theoretical model for the analysis of the PPE sig
is satisfied~a homogeneous sample, no latent heat involv

-

e
TABLE III. Parameters values for fitting the excess specific heat for the 65OBC compound over thAB
transition. Fits 13 has been obtained on the same reduced temperature ranget of fits 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. Units ofA6

obtained assuming (T2Tc) as a dimensionless quantity~i.e., divided by 1 K!.

Bc
2 Bc

1 A2 A2/A1 a T
C

x2

Fit ~J/gK! ~J/gK! ~J/gK! ~K!

Dc5c2cb 13 20.331 20.055 0.832 1.016 0.674 67.745 0.993
60.002 60.004 60.002 60.003 60.004 60.002
5-8
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and therefore that changes in the signal phase are only d
changes in thermal diffusivity! we would expect a peak in
the thermal diffusivity and a consequent peak also in
thermal conductivity, as reported in Ref.@6# for theAB tran-
sition and in Ref.@25# for the AC one. A possible explana
tion for differences with published results concerning t
critical behavior ofk andD and this study, may be connecte
with those samples affected by thermal history effects in
material associated with strain annealing phenomena w
at the time of those measurements were not known and
could not be prevented.

Our results clearly indicate that for both theAC and the
AB transitions the thermal conductivity is nonsingular atTC
while the thermal diffusivity shows a dip simply related
the specific heat anomaly. The behavior ofk across the tran-
sition is independent of the critical behavior ofc andD, only
depending on their backgrounds. To verify this conclusi
similarly to what was done for the specific heat, we extrac
from the thermal diffusivity, the nonsingular background

Db5U1W~T2TC! ~13!

from the measurement performed in 65OBC over the m
extended temperature range that allows a reliable determ
tion of the background. This background was combined w
cb according to the relationk5rcbDb , and compared to the
curve of the thermal conductivity data. ConsideringTC
567.745 °C, we obtain

Db5@0.81127.831023~T2Tc!#31027 m2 s21, ~14!

which, when combined with expression 12, and assuminr
5106 g/m3, gives

k5rcbDb5H1G~T2TC!

5@0.1711531024~T2Tc!# Wm21 K21, ~15!

where nonlinear terms have been neglected. Thek curve ob-
tained ~not reported! results are basically indistinguishab
from those of fit 3 seen in Fig. 6~b!. The values of the coef
D
ys

.C

e

ui

llo
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ficients H and G in expression~15! are very close to those
obtained in fit 3 in the more reduced temperature range,
nearly coincide with those obtained by fitting thek data be-
longing to the more extended temperature range previo
mentioned~fit 4!, where the backgrounds for the specifi
heat and thermal diffusivity have been calculated.

Finally, for the behavior ofk across theAC transition in
the racemic A7 compound, some doubts remain about
origin of the small discontinuity observed atTC . We believe
that our explanation, based on molecular reorientation a
ments, needs to be more thoroughly investigated. It may
possible to vary the assumed nonzero residual compone
the average molecular director by means of external fields
alternatively, to minimize it by using much thicker cells.
the latter case, in fact, the effect of the cell walls would
negligible and the sample would be expected to form a p
fectly random polydomain in the smectic-A phase;k would
show no discontinuity atTC .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main issue we have addressed in this work is whe
the thermal conductivity can be singular at a liquid crys
phase transition. We have found that, unlike in previou
reported results, the thermal conductivity shows no anom
lous behavior across theAB and AC phase transitions, in
analogy with reports for theAN andNI transitions. In par-
ticular, the thermal diffusivity simply shows a critical slow
ing down related to the excess specific heat.

We have also found that the thermal history of the sam
can affect the behavior of the observed quantities across
AB andAC phase transitions in connection to strain anne
ing that under certain conditions takes place in the samp

Finally, for the studied A7 and 65OBC compounds, w
also presented specific heat measurements and relative
analysis over theAB andAC transitions, respectively, con
firming the first-order nature of the transition in the first ca
and including Gaussian fluctuations in the data analysis
the second case.
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